INLP is going to have coloring books, art activities including space for contemplation, prayer, and community to prepare or reset the body. Smudging is used in Indigenous communities to accompany customary INLP Lectures and library services. Here is a snapshot of Native American Wit and Humor, what will be available in the Fall.

Humor in Indigenous communities is a platform for laughter as medicine. Laughter is used to create mental images of it in the face of traumatic experiences of indigenous people. The history of indigenous people is wrought with negativity but laughter is used to believe it to be healing and similar to medicine. James, a Keres-speaking academic from the San Juan College (SJC) in Farmington, New Mexico, can make fun of himself and others. This is an important act; it emphasizes the need for resilience in Native communities. It is something that can help with healing and self-care.

Scott Willie, a Keres-speaking academic, came to the United States for his undergraduate studies. However, his academic progress was affected due to his responsibilities at home. He took a year off from college to work and then came back to finish his degree. Scott completed his master's degree and is now working as a research intern at the University of Utah in medicine (advising.utah.edu). He co-founded the SJC chapter of the National Congress of American Indians and the National American Indian Student Association (NAISA) to promote Native American culture and identity. Scott is interested in the relationships between capitalistic economic violence upon vulnerable populations, Navajo Nation in particular.

James, an indigenous academic, shares his identity, Keres language, family, and thanks them for their support. He pushes himself through his professional endeavors. We are proud of your accomplishment and as UNM Alum, INLP is available to you in your professional endeavors.

We have coloring books, art activities including space for contemplation, prayer, and community to prepare or reset the body. Smudging is used in Indigenous communities to accompany customary INLP Lectures and library services.

INLP is excited to present several programs in the evening and food will be provided. INLP Coffee House -- Designed to promote the social cohesion and facilitate information sharing expertise. INLP Student Parent Initiative -- INLP is providing assistance to the student parent and, with the help of Indian Student Services (aiss.unm.edu) for the best viable path for you. Indian Student Services focus on native language news, resources, and assistance. They interpret native languages. For more information please visit Nihizaad. Nihizaad is a website available and the ongoing effort to revitalize and teach native languages. The following apps are a sample of what is available and the ongoing effort to revitalize native languages. The following apps are a trend of providing technical assistance and expertise for you and your professional endeavors.
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The following apps are a sample of what is available and the ongoing effort to revitalize native languages. The following apps are a trend of providing technical assistance and expertise for you and your professional endeavors.

The Lakota Toddler app is a high quality app template along with technical assistance and expertise for you and your professional endeavors.

International efforts made by Miromaa ALTC (www.miromaa.org.au) have created apps for iPhone, many users can send text messages in Inupiaq. Using the Inupiaq keyboard for the following mobile apps are a trend of providing technical assistance and expertise for you and your professional endeavors.

The Achagat Language & Technology app assists with sending text messages in their own native language. The Achagat Language & Technology app is available in Itunes and Android. The following mobile apps are a trend of providing technical assistance and expertise for you and your professional endeavors.

As a first generation soon to be college graduate, Scott Willie, a Keres-speaking academic from the San Juan College (SJC) in Farmington, New Mexico, can make fun of himself and others. This is an important act; it emphasizes the need for resilience in Native communities. It is something that can help with healing and self-care.

Scott is interested in the relationships between capitalistic economic violence upon vulnerable populations, Navajo Nation in particular.

As a first generation soon to be college graduate, Scott Willie, a Keres-speaking academic from the San Juan College (SJC) in Farmington, New Mexico, can make fun of himself and others. This is an important act; it emphasizes the need for resilience in Native communities. It is something that can help with healing and self-care.

Thank you,
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